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IP geolocation is an open research area

Geolocating approaches: 

• Commercial Geolocation Databases (e.g. MaxMind*, IP2Location**,NetAcuity***)  

• Measurement-based approaches (latency, geo-hints in DNS names) 

• Evaluate the IP geolocating datasets.

Geolocating IP addresses: 

• Edge vs core of the Internet 

• User-centric vs research oriented

*MaxMind, https://www.maxmind.com/en/home

**IP2Location Lite, https://lite.ip2location.com/

***NetAcuity, https://www.digitalenvoy.com/

Evaluate IP geolocation by studying country-level end-to-end path geo-mappings. 

https://www.maxmind.com/en/home
https://lite.ip2location.com/
https://www.digitalenvoy.com/
https://www.maxmind.com/en/home
https://lite.ip2location.com/
https://www.digitalenvoy.com/
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Measurement Setup and Collected Data
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Geolocation datasets: overview 

RIR Delegation Files: Daily published by the Regional Internet Registry. Contains 
registration information regarding Internet resources (IP addresses)

MaxMind and IP2Location: Dedicated IP geolocation datasets (commercial and free 
version) 

IPmap: IP geolocation approach that uses crowdsourcing and active measurements 

HLOC: IP geolocation active-based approaches that use geo-hints and active 
measurements to geolocate IP addresses

Massimo Candela,RIPE IPmap - What's Under the Hood?, RIPE Labs, 2019 
Scheitle et al., “HLOC: Hints-based geolocation leveraging multiple measurement frameworks”, TMA 2017 
Gharaibeh et al., “A look at Router Geolocation in Public and Commercial Databases”, IMC 2017
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Geolocation dataset IP coverage

Delegation, MaxMind and IP2Location cover more at least 80% of our collected 
IP addresses. 
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IPmap and HLOC have limited coverage of the IP addresses.
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How many IP addresses are mapped to the same 
location? 

15,1%83,3%

IPv4: IPv6:

94,1% 5,9%

Delegation

MaxMind

IP2Location

85,6%77,34%

• IP addresses geolocated by the three geo-location datasets are most likely mapped to 
the same country. 

• Found both partial and complete disagreements between the geo-location datasets. 

GeoDBs that cover the IP addresses

3 2 1
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Improving IP geo-location accuracy

IP address IP geo-location
WHOIS Data

DNS Names

Active measurements: 
Looking Glass (LG) 

Organization 
Location
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IP address IP geo-location
WHOIS Data

DNS Names

Active measurements: 
Looking Glass (LG) 

Organization 
Location

IP address = 154.25.4.213

LG 

LG Oslo
LG

name=be3561.rcr21.osl01.atlas.cogentco.com.

NetRange:       154.25.0.0 - 154.25.255.255
CIDR:           154.25.0.0/16
NetName:        COGENT-154-25-16
NetHandle:      NET-154-25-0-0-1
Parent:         NET154 (NET-154-0-0-0-0)
NetType:        Direct Allocation
OriginAS:       AS174
Organization:   PSINet, Inc. (PSI-2)
RegDate:        1992-02-05
Updated:        2017-10-30

AS 174 (Cogent)

LG Location = Oslo, NO

LG Query Results:

Improving IP geo-location accuracy
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Sources of IP address geo-location disagreements

•IP addresses owned by global organizations:

•IP addresses acquired by organizations through merges & acquisitions:

IP address Delegation MaxMind IP2Location IPmap HLOC Accurate location
109.105.97.10 SE SE GB NaN NaN DK

IP address Delegation MaxMind IP2Location IPmap HLOC Accurate location
149.6.154.202 US IT CA NaN NaN FR
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How many IP paths are geolocated similarly? 

• At best, half of the IP paths are geo-mapped similarly by the three datasets. 
Most of the agreements occur between Delegation and MaxMind 

• IP-to-country geolocation disagreements appear along the IP path

MaxMind use this information to build their IP-to-country map-
ping for the NORDUnet IPv4 addresses. When running the active
measurements we are able to geolocate these IPv4 addresses across
seven countries, for example, 15 in SE, 9 in US, 8 in DK. We also
�nd that 4 NORDUnet IPv6 addresses are geolocated in a similar
manner by the three datasets, i.e., the Delegation and MaxMind
mapping places the IPs in SE whereas IP2Location position them
in a di�erent country (i.e., US). Similar to the IPv4 address blocks,
the IPv6 appear to be registered in the WHOIS record in SE. Our
active measurement step indicates that are distributed in SE, US,
and GB. In this case we �nd that the geo-datasets incorrectly map
the IP addresses. Note that IP addresses mapped to SE appear to be
accurately geolocated by MaxMind and Delegation. Given that all
NORDUnet IP addresses are mapped in SE, we hypothesis that these
mappings are built from theWHOIS records. Analysing the low cov-
erage geo-mappings of these IP addresses we �nd that IPmap covers
30 IPv4 and 2 IPv6 addresses. Moreover most of these addresses are
correctly geolocated by IPmap.

Delegation and IP2Location geo-mappings places four IPv6 ad-
dresses in NO. However, MaxMind geolocates the same IPv6 ad-
dresses in LV. RIR data indicates that these IPv6 addresses are
registered to NO. Running traceroute towards these IP addresses
indicate that their location is in NO.

Our analysis shows that �veTelstra IPv4 addresses are mapped to
the same country by two geo-databases; three IPs are geolocated by
Delegation and MaxMind in JP and IP2Location in US, whereas two
IP are located by Delegation in JP and MaxMind and IP2Location in
AU.WHOIS records andDNS name s indicate that these IP addresses
are registered to PACNET and Asia Netcom. These information
can be explain through M&A, i.e., Telstra acquired PACNET in
2015 [2], which in turn was former after the merger of Asia Netcom
and Paci�c Internet [1]. A closer analysis of the WHOIS records
shows that the countries that appear in the name and record are the
ones where the geolocation datasets place the IP addresses. Hence,
we hypothesis that both MaxMind and IP2Location employ RIR
information to geolocate Telstra IPs. For this set of IP addresses we
traceroute from di�erent VPs.

Takeaways:Our analysis of the geolocation disagreements yields the
following conclusions. First, we �nd IPs inaccurate geolocated that
coming from di�erent types of organisations. Second, dedicated
geolocation databases like MaxMind and IP2Location appear to
rely on information extracted from the WHOIS records (country,
network name) to build their IP-to-countrymappings. Third, merger
and acquisition of organizations are a viable source of IP geolocation
inaccuracies for the existing geolocation datasets. Fourth, geo-hints
encoded in DNS names do not necessarily indicate the accurate
location of IP addresses.

4.4 Do IP geolocation disagreements a�ect the
end-to-end country-level mappings?

Having seen that a large fraction of the IP addresses are geolocated
in the same country, we further focus on the country-level map-
pings of the entire end-to-end paths. Speci�cally, we investigate
to which extend IP-to-country mapping disagreements a�ect the
entire country-level path mappings. To this end, we compare these
mappings as seen by each geolocation datasets and show in �gure 4

the percentage of identical/non-identical country-level IPv4 and
IPv6 paths. Surprisingly, we �nd that at best half of the IP paths
are mapped to the same countries across the three geolocation
datasets. Analysing the IPv4 paths identically mapped by only two
of the three datasets shows that most of these agreements occur
between Delegation and MaxMind. However, for IPv6 paths we
�nd country-level path agreements also between between Delega-
tion and IP2Location. A closer analysis reveals that IP-to-country
mapping disagreements appear along the paths than on the edges.
This �nding con�rms the general knowledge that IP geolocation
services have a higher geolocation accuracy for end-users.

We further focus paths comprised of at least one uncovered IP
hop by at least one geolocation dataset. The pattern in �gure 4
corresponds to the disagreement/agreement percentage among the
geolocation datasets for these IP paths. We �nd incomplete country-
level mappings for approx. 30% and 8% of the IPv4 paths and IPv6
paths, respectively. Breaking down these numbers shows that the
country-level end-to-end mapping partially agree for most of the
IPv6 paths and for a high percentage of the IPv4 paths. However,
for IPv4 paths we also �nd complete disagreement of the path-
level country-level geolocation among the geolocation datasets. In
the case of partial IP-path disagreements, we �nd that for 44.6%
IPv4 paths and 67.1% IPv6 paths such disagreements appear due to
unmapped IP addresses in the Telia core network. Additionally, we
�nd that IPv4 addresses advertised by Tata Communication as the
source of IP-path disagreement.

50%50% 14%14% 36%36%

Geolocation Databases Agree Geolocation Databases disagree Only 2 geolocation databases agree

(a) IPv4-level paths

40%40% 6%6% 54%54%

(b) IPv6-level paths

Figure 4: Country-level end-to-end path agreement among
Delegation, MaxMind and IP2Location for May 2018.

5 OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Our analysis revealed episodes of IP-to-country inaccurate map-
pings not only across the considered three geolocation databases,
but also in DNS names. Moreover such errors appear to a�ect a
high percentage of our end-to-end IP paths. We further explore in
the section other implication of such inaccurate IP geo-mappings.
Speci�cally, we investigate whether we observe any detour e�ect
or whether any countries are missed. Our goal is to investigate the
existence of both false negatives and false positives, and asses their
implications.

ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review Volume 48 Issue 1, January 2018
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Observations and Implication: path tromboning

IPv4 Paths

• 30% IPv4 and 26% IPv6 paths 
start and end in Norway

•No occurrence of path 
tromboning for IPv4 paths 
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• 30% IPv4 and 26% IPv6 paths 
start and end in Norway

Delegation

•No evidence of path 
tromboning for IPv4 paths 

• Inaccurate MaxMind IPv6 geo-
mappings cause path 
tromboning. 

MaxMind
IP2Location

Observations and Implication: path tromboning
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Observations and Implication: path detours

Assumption: IP hops on paths that starts and end in the same geographic region 
should be mapped within the same region. 
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Delegation: NO->GB->US->GB->DE

Delegation

Observations and Implication: path detours
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Delegation: NO->GB->US->GB->DE
MaxMind: NO->GB->US->DE

Delegation MaxMind

Observations and Implication: path detours
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Delegation: NO->GB->US->GB->DE
MaxMind: NO->GB->US->DE
IP2Location: NO->US->DE

Delegation MaxMind IP2Location

Observations and Implication: path detours
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Delegation MaxMind IP2Location

Delegation: NO->GB->US->GB->DE
MaxMind: NO->GB->US->DE
IP2Location: NO->US->DE

Country-level path:   NO->DE

Path detours caused by Level3 IP addresses inaccurately mapped to US and GB. 

LG-Based IP Geolocation

Observations and Implication: path detours
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High percentage of IP paths appear to miss countries 

China Unicom

SRC: CN DEST: NO

BroadnetCogent
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SRC: CN DEST: NO

NOCN US

Delegation: CN->US->NO

China Unicom BroadnetCogent

High percentage of IP paths appear to miss countries 
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SRC: CN DEST: NO

NOCN USFR

Delegation: CN->US->NO
MaxMind: CN->US->FR->NO

China Unicom BroadnetCogent

High percentage of IP paths appear to miss countries 
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SRC: CN DEST: NO

NOCN USFRCA

Delegation: CN->US->NO
MaxMind: CN->US->FR->NO
IP2Location: CN->US->CA->NO

China Unicom BroadnetCogent

High percentage of IP paths appear to miss countries 
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High percentage of IP paths appear to miss countries. 

SRC: CN DEST: NO

NOCN USFRCA

Delegation: CN->US->NO
MaxMind: CN->US->FR->NO
IP2Location: CN->US->CA->NO

China Unicom BroadnetCogent

Missing countries:  FR,CA
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SRC: CN DEST: NO

NOCN USFRCA

Delegation: CN->US->NO
MaxMind: CN->US->FR->NO
IP2Location: CN->US->CA->NO

China Unicom BroadnetCogent

SEDE

Country-level path: CN->US->CA->NL->DE->SE->NO 

NL

False negatives: DE, NL, SE

High percentage of IP paths appear to miss countries 
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Conclusions

•High level of agreement among the geolocation datasets hints that 

IP2Location and Maxmind use RIR information 

•M&A activity causes IP geolocation inaccuracies   

•Geolocation inaccuracies can cause misleading path geo-mappings — 

add or miss countries on the country-level paths 

•Geolocating one week of RIPE traceroute data validates our 

observations 

•Approach for improving IP geolocation IP


